
Notes from meeting of 20 February 2019  

 

Leaflet 

 

J Simcox had received draft from the printers for the leaflet on A walk around Great Haseley.  

A few minor modifications were agreed and this would now go back for the final version.  

Discussion took place regarding how many copies were needed.  It was agreed that copies 

should be made available to Great and Little Milton Post Offices, The Plough, St Peter’s and 

The Manoir.  J Simcox will ask K Hodges for a quote for 500 copies and then email round the 

price so that agreement can be reached quickly. 

 

Analysis of census 1841-1851 

 

J Baldwin had been in touch with the Editor of the Oxfordshire Local History group 

regarding publishing his analysis of Great Haseley 1841-51.  They were keen to publish it 

and Jim had spent a great deal of time putting into their format.  He was congratulated on 

this.  J Simcox asked if it was published by OLH would the History Group still be able to put 

it on their website or was the copyright held by OLH.  Jim agreed to talk to the Editor to find 

out. 

 

Churchyard project 
 

J Simcox asked whether the church had officially been asked for permission to undertake the 

project.  It was agreed that J Simcox would contact Simon Cronk about it.  J Baldwin had 

been starting to look at the number of gravestones and had also found some information on 

identifying the different types of gravestones and their official names.  It was agreed that we 

might add a short family summary from the relevant Census to the file. 

  

J Baldwin and D Simcox agreed to get together to sort out the map of the graveyard.  T 

Garfitt would send D Simcox plans of the church so that it would be put on the map. 

 

Toby also pointed out that there are a number of inscription on tomb stones within the church 

and these should also be added to the plan. 

 

Other matters 
 

J Andrews congratulated T Garfitt for his piece in The Haseleys on St Peter’s and asked if it 

could go on the website.  Toby said he saw no reason why it should not although it had been 

done with the help of C Sheppard.  J Simcox agreed to ask Colin if he was happy for it to 

appear on the website and he would also be acknowledged on it.   

 

J Andrews had received correspondence regarding the possible listing of the war memorial.  

It was felt that this should be done but that it was the responsibility of the Parish Council.  J 

Andrews agreed to raise the issue at the next Parish Council meeting. 

 

T Garfitt suggested that the History Group should purchase a copy of the digitised Parish 

Records from Oxfordshire History Centre.  This was thought to be an excellent idea and J 

Simcox will get a copy, 

 



J Simcox asked people if they had any research they had done on people in the parish if they 

wished for it to be put on the website.  It was essential however if the information was taken 

from another source that this was recognised in order that we do not fall foul of 

copyright/plagiarism etc. 

 

C Spry said he would not be able to attend the next meeting but if there was anything of 

interest or that required him to act he would be happy to help. 


